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The remaining power is no longer enough to threaten Yu Yun’s life.

Mark next, just wait quietly, stay with her honestly, and guard her.

Just like this, a day’s time passed by again.

Yu Yun still didn’t mean to wake up at all, but what worried Mark was that the pain on
her pretty face became more intense, and some cold sweat oozes out on her forehead.

“Strange.”

“Why are you still not awake?”

“It stands to reason that I should be awake.”

“Could it be that I have lowed the energy contained in that ice spirit fruit?”

Mark frowned and wondered.

However, Mark turned into doubt, and he couldn’t do much besides being in a hurry.

At this critical moment of breakthrough, Mark didn’t dare to interrupt her hastily.

The only thing he can do is perhaps help Yu Yun wipe the sweat from the corners of her
eyes.

When Mark was helping Yu Yun wipe his sweat, he looked down inadvertently.

Afterwards, following Yu Yun’s snow-white neck, she continued to look down.

In the dimness, Mark vaguely saw the black sling and the bordered lace.

After Mark saw this, an inexplicable smile appeared at the corner of his mouth.

“Heh~”

“Don’t let me ask?”



“Just ask you to wear it yourself, why don’t you ask my little master?”

It seemed that Yu Yun looked ashamed and angry before it sounded, and Mark felt cute
and ridiculous the more he thought about it.

Finally couldn’t help but grinned out.

After laughing, Mark continued to guard beside her, guarding the gate for her.

Although, Mark is not relative to her, and there is even a bit of enmity between them.

But the current ending of Yu Yun is always caused by Mark.

Therefore, Mark can’t ignore her because of emotion and reason.

What’s more, Yu Yun had been willing to give up the ice spirit fruit she had obtained
through hard work in order to perfect him.

Mark didn’t dare to live up to this kindness alone.

Therefore, Mark naturally wants to stay here, keeping guard until Yu Yun wakes up.

In this way, time continued to pass.

In the entire cave, there was abnormal silence.

Quiet, it seemed that there was only the sound of air flowing.

However, the silence here did not last long.

The after-rhyme that has not been moving, suddenly there is a bright light on his body.

Immediately afterwards, an extremely cold breath, wrapped in rich and pure power,
burst out from Yu Yun in an instant.

After that, this force radiated in all directions like an ocean storm.

It’s just that the cave is sealed everywhere,

And the only result of this is that a large amount of pure power swept away along the
narrow and long passage towards the entrance of the cave.

Boom~

An explosion sounded quietly.



Immediately afterwards, the world trembled, and the entire cave mansion trembled
violently.

When Mark looked forward again, he found that the hole was blocked by him before, but
he was directly rushed away by this force.

“not good!”

Upon seeing this, Mark’s face changed drastically, and he was shocked immediately.

The energy bursting out of Yu Yun just now is magnificent.

After this power leaves the cave, it will radiate thousands of miles away.

You know, in this rain forest, there are a lot of martial arts powerhouses.

Even though, the martial arts of some countries are estimated to be far away from the
core area.

However, there are bound to be some teams, unwilling, still searching for treasures
nearby.

Mark had no doubt that with their perception, he would definitely be aware of the
direction this force was coming from.

At that time, the four strong will gather.

Of course, if they were all powerhouses like Lu Hua and Renault, that would be fine.

What Mark worries about is that in this rain forest, there is still a titled master like Yu
Yun!
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Although, this possibility is not great.

However, if there are real powerhouses of this level in the rain forest at this time, then
the energy fluctuations just now will inevitably attract their attention.

If things really develop as Mark expected, then they will undoubtedly be in danger at this
time.

However, now Mark had no other good solutions besides being in a hurry.

He walked to the entrance of the cave again, and after shaking the rocks with a palm, he
blocked the entrance of the cave.



Then he hurriedly returned to Yu Yun’s side, anxiously waiting for Yu Yun to leave.

Mark knew very well that even if the entrance of the cave was sealed by him, once the
Grand Master got close to this place, he would soon notice the anomaly here.

So, this is just a stopgap measure.

The most important thing today is to pray for Yu Yun to wake up from practice as soon
as possible.

“Auntie, you have to hurry up~”

“Soon, I am afraid that the strong from all sides will get it.”

“At that time, I can’t guarantee that I can be alone and can block so many strong
people.”

Seeing the lingering brows and eyes in front of him, still immersed in the cultivation state,
Mark was very anxious.

However, Mark estimated that it shouldn’t take long.

After all, it is obvious that the after-rhyme of today has reached the final moment of
breakthrough.

The energies of the heavens and the earth overflowing all over his body are several
times stronger than before.

In addition, there were occasional bursts of pure power that swept out of her.

Almost all of this indicates that Yu Yun is doing the final sprint.

However, what made Mark extremely helpless was that the heaven and earth energy
that had been spilling from Yu Yun at this time was undoubtedly not guiding the powers
of the countries, where they were.

According to this situation, it is estimated that within a few days, many powerful people
will besiege them here.

“Hey~”

“I hope Yu Yun can wake up sooner.”

In the cave, Mark looked at the beautiful woman in front of him and said worriedly.

————

————



the other side.

In the dense forest, Kong Ming, Lu Yanxi and others walked slowly in the direction they
came.

Behind the two of them, Lu Hua followed at the same pace.

At this time, the three of Kong Ming’s moods were all depressed.

If we say that Kong Ming and others, who first entered the rainforest, are high-spirited
fighters. Today, they are like frosted eggplants, with their heads drooping, and the pace
of advancement is extremely slow.

“Kong Lao, are we really going back empty-handed?”

After a long silence, Lu Yanxi looked at Kong Lao on the side and asked after all.

“Hey~”

“What else can I do if I don’t go back?”

“Could it be possible, let’s go grab the soul fruit from Mark?”

Kong Ming sighed, his old face was full of helplessness.

“But, if you go back like this, how should you deal with it?”

Lu Yanxi was a little unwilling.

He takes this mission very seriously.

Originally, she wanted to use this rain forest treasure hunting performance to attract the
attention of the top of the Martial God Temple, and then take advantage of the trend to
worship a certain master.

But now, Mo said he had snatched the Dollar Ling Guo, and he was almost killed.

Lu Yanxi was embarrassed to say about this experience.

Otherwise, they will inevitably be regarded as a full laughing stock.

Therefore, Lu Yanxi was naturally unwilling to return with such a futile effort.

Confronted with Lu Yanxi’s words, Kong Ming didn’t speak, but kept sighing.

This result, for him, is he willing?



Of course not reconciled.

But what can they do
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